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Abstract
The All-sky Medium Energy Gamma-ray Observatory (AMEGO) is a probe class mis-
sion concept that will provide essential contributions to multimessenger astrophysics in the
late 2020s and beyond. AMEGO combines high sensitivity in the 200 keV to 10 GeV energy
range with a wide field of view, good spectral resolution, and polarization sensitivity. There-
fore, AMEGO is key in the study of multimessenger astrophysical objects that have unique
signatures in the gamma-ray regime, such as neutron star mergers, supernovae, and flaring
active galactic nuclei. The order-of-magnitude improvement compared to previous MeV mis-
sions also enables discoveries of a wide range of phenomena whose energy output peaks in the
relatively unexplored medium-energy gamma-ray band.
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1 Executive Summary
The All-sky Medium Energy Gamma-ray Observatory (AMEGO) is a probe class mission that
will provide ground-breaking new capabilities for multimessenger astrophysics - identifying and
studying the astrophysical objects that produce gravitational waves and neutrinos. AMEGO also
has compelling science drivers in astrophysical jets, compact objects, dark matter and nuclear line
spectroscopy. AMEGO will cover the energy range from 200 keV to over 10 GeV, with more than
an order of magnitude improvement in sensitivity relative to previous missions.
Figure 1: AMEGO will provide break-
through capabilities in three areas of
MeV astrophysics: a wide field of view
and broad energy range will provide out-
standing capability in time-domain and
multimessenger astrophysics with excel-
lent synergies with observations at other
wavelengths; polarization capability will
uniquely probe conditions and processes
in astrophysical jets and in the magneto-
spheres and winds of compact objects; nu-
clear line spectroscopy will bring new in-
sight into the topical area of element for-
mation in dynamic environments.
Ground-Breaking Capabilities: Developments in detector technology since the last major mis-
sion in medium energy gamma-ray astrophysics enable a transformative probe class mission.
Table 1: AMEGO’s design has been optimized for excellent flux sensitivity, broad energy range, and large
field of view. AMEGO will have∼5x better angular resolution below 200 MeV than Fermi-LAT. Its good en-
ergy resolution, combined with large effective area, will enable ground-breaking nuclear line spectroscopy.
Additionally, AMEGO will make polarization measurements below 5 MeV.
Energy Range 200 keV – >10 GeV
Angular Resolution 2.5◦ (1 MeV), 1.5◦ (5 MeV), 2◦ (100 MeV)
Energy Resolution (σ/E) <1% (<2 MeV), ∼ 10% (1 GeV)
Field of View 2.5 sr (20% of the sky)
Line Sensitivity 1× 10−6 ph cm−2 s−1 for the 1.8 MeV 26Al line in 5 years
Polarization Sensitivity <20% MDP for a source 1% the Crab flux, observed for 106 s
Sensitivity (MeV s−1 cm−2) 2× 10−6 (1 MeV), 1× 10−6 (100 MeV) in 5 years
Community and partnerships: The AMEGO team is an international group of 200 scientists at
80 institutions with extensive experience designing, building, and operating gamma-ray telescopes.
Mature Technology: The technologies used in AMEGO are mature, and we have developed and
tested key hardware and analysis technologies with support from agencies in the US and Europe.
The AMEGO subsystems and spacecraft have undergone preliminary engineering and costing stud-
ies that show that this mission is build-able within the probe class cost envelope.
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2 Key Science Goals & Objectives
The under-explored gap of medium-energy gamma rays has rich scientific promise. In the last
decade, high-energy satellites have provided exquisite observations of the sky in both the hard X-
ray/low-energy gamma-ray (E∼10-200 keV) and high-energy gamma-ray (E> 1 GeV) bands. We
now know that some of the most extreme astrophysical objects have peak emission in the MeV
band [1, 2, 3]. Only MeV gamma-ray observations allow for nuclear spectroscopy, providing the
only direct view of nuclear processes in supernovae and kilonovae [4]. Finally, the MeV band
covers the positron annihilation line at 511 keV, where the source of Galactic positrons is one of
the prevailing mysteries in MeV astrophysics.
Gamma-ray observations have played a critical role in every multimessenger source identified
to date – including gamma-ray lines seen from SN1987A, a nearby neutrino source [5]; a gamma-
ray burst from the neutron star merger event GW170817A [6]; and a gamma-ray flare from the
active galaxy TXS 0506+056, the first identified counterpart to a high-energy neutrino source [7].
In each of these cases, the gamma-ray observations were critical to understanding the underlying
physical phenomena driving these extremely energetic sources [8].
AMEGO will provide capabilities more than an order of magnitude better than previous MeV
gamma-ray missions, which, when combined with the upcoming generation of gravitational wave
and neutrino observatories, will lead to a revolution in multimessenger astrophysics [9, 10].
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Figure 2: AMEGO will detect GRB 170817A-like events with high signal-to-noise ratio due to excellent
background rejection and large effective area. Left: The simulated AMEGO lightcurve (200–600 keV) and
the observed GBM lightcurve (50-300 keV) for GRB 170817A. AMEGO could detect this burst out to 120
Mpc, giving a detection volume 25 times greater than Fermi-GBM. Right: The simulated AMEGO skymap
for this event showing a statistical localization of 0.5◦ for the GRB.
The field of multimessenger astrophysics (the identification and study of astrophysical objects
that produce gravitational waves, neutrinos and cosmic rays) has burst into prominence in the past
few years. By the end of the next decade, it will no longer be sufficient to simply find and identify
electromagnetic counterparts; the focus will be on leveraging joint electromagnetic and gravita-
tional wave/neutrino/cosmic-ray observations to address compelling science questions on the na-
ture of these extreme sources and using the unique multimessenger data as a probe of fundamental
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physics [9, 11]. The peak power output of electromagnetic counterparts lies in the gamma-ray band
for the objects identified so far – short gamma-ray bursts (GRB) as gravitational wave counterparts
and blazars (active galaxies whose jets are aligned to our line of sight) for neutrino counterparts.
Compact Objects, Gamma-ray bursts and Gravitational wave counterparts: Neutron star
(NS) mergers, which include both neutron star/neutron star and neutron star/black hole mergers,
are the prototypical multimessenger events, producing gravitational waves followed by both short
gamma-ray bursts and the nuclear-powered kilonova. Multimessenger observations of these cata-
clysmic events will probe sources of gravitational waves and astrophysical neutrinos, enable preci-
sion cosmology, and provide unique probes of fundamental physics, the origin of heavy elements,
the behavior of relativistic jets, and the equation of state of supranuclear matter [11]. AMEGO will
provide crucial electromagnetic capabilities to understand these sources. AMEGO will detect an
order of magnitude more well-localized short GRBs than any prior mission and will have a joint
GW-GRB detection rate of order one per month. Through timing, spectral, and polarization ob-
servations of the prompt gamma-ray burst, AMEGO will test general relativity, probe the physical
conditions within the ultrarelativistic jet, and provide a GW-GRB sample for tests of cosmology.
For nearby events AMEGO can directly measure the nuclear production, providing a new test of
kilonova models. The sub-degree localizations will enable prompt follow-up characterization of
these sources, enabling a fuller understanding of merger remnants.
Element formation in extreme environments - kilonovae and supernovae: Medium-energy
gamma rays provide a unique probe of astrophysical nuclear processes, directly measuring radioac-
tive decay, nuclear de-excitation, and positron annihilation. The substantial information carried by
gamma-ray photons allows us to see deeper into these objects; the bulk of the power is often emit-
ted at gamma-ray energies; and radioactivity provides a natural physical clock that adds unique
information [4, 10, 12]. The process of Galactic chemical evolution is driven by the star-formation
rate and the relative rates of dynamic nucleosynthesis sources, predominantly thermonuclear (Type
Ia) and core-collapse (Type II, Type 1b/c) supernovae (SNe), along with kilonovae resulting from
compact object mergers. AMEGO can probe Galactic evolution, interstellar medium dynamics,
propagation of cosmic rays, and relativistic-particle acceleration through gamma-ray line spec-
troscopy measurements of short- and long-lived radioactive isotopes [4].
Figure 3: AMEGO observations will reveal the
explosion geometry of SN Ia by measuring the tem-
poral evolution of the nuclear line fluxes. This is il-
lustrated with simulated AMEGO 56Co lightcurves
for two different nickel distributions in the ejecta
of SN2014J. The green data points are what were
measured by SPI. The inset illustrates simulated
background subtracted spectra for AMEGO obser-
vations 80 days after the explosion (for the 56Ni
core model). AMEGO observations of SN Ia out to
distances of ≤ 50 Mpc will provide a significant
improvement in our understanding of the SN Ia
progenitor system(s) and explosion mechanism(s).
The nature of the progenitors of SN Ia and how they explode remains elusive [13]. The lack
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of a physical understanding of the explosion introduces uncertainty in the extrapolations of the
properties of SN Ia to the distant universe. Time-domain characterization of the emergent SN Ia
gamma ray lines will help extract physical parameters such as explosion energy, total mass, spatial
distribution of nickel masses, and ultimately lead to the astrophysical modeling and understanding
of progenitors and explosion mechanisms [4].
Astrophysical jets - nature’s extreme accelerators: All extragalactic sources of MeV gamma-
rays are candidate neutrino and ultra-high energy cosmic-ray sources [14, 15, 16, 17]: AMEGO
will detect over 500 long GRBs per year, and hundreds of blazars with peak power in the MeV
band – known to be the most luminous objects of their type. AMEGO observations (including po-
larization measurements) will be fundamental to constraining the composition of the high-energy
particles in the jets of neutrino-emitting objects. These data, combined with neutrino observations
by IceCube and KM3NET will identify and provide key insights to understanding nature’s most
extreme accelerators. AMEGO will provide essential observations and breakthrough science in
partnership with the enhanced gravitational wave and neutrino observations expected by the end of
the next decade.
Figure 4: The recent association (∼ 3σ) of
the blazar TXS 0506+056 with a high-energy
neutrino lends support to the possibility that
relativistic blazar jets in particular may be
sources of gamma rays, neutrinos, and cosmic
rays [7]. AMEGO will not only continue mon-
itoring of these blazars currently provided by
Fermi-LAT but will also provide the needed con-
nection between the hard X-ray and the high-
energy gamma-ray spectra which is known to be
critical to understanding the particle content of
these jets [18].
The brightest and most powerful blazars (such as flat-spectrum radio quasars, FSRQs) tend to
have their peak emission in the MeV band, making it the most effective band to probe radiation and
particle acceleration in blazars. Improving information in the 1-100 MeV band will augment that
from other wavelengths to enable separation of different radiation components [19]. Polarization
signals in the MeV band can distinguish between blazar emission models and also constrain the
neutrino production from secondary pair synchrotron and the gamma-ray radiation by primary pro-
ton synchrotron radiation [20, 21, 22]. Furthermore, current theories suggest that the MeV band is
the most important for constraining the neutrino production through the accompanying cascading
pair synchrotron counterpart [3]. Medium-energy gamma-ray astronomy, enabled by technologi-
cal advances that will be realized in the coming decade, will provide a unique and indispensable
perspective on the jetted sources important to multimessenger astrophysics.
AMEGO as an observatory: In addition to the exciting multimessenger science described above,
AMEGO will be a powerful general-purpose observatory providing substantial new discovery ca-
pability to the scientific community. Importantly, AMEGO will continue the long-term monitoring
of the gamma-ray sky that the Fermi instruments have maintained for over a decade. In addition
to watching the universe for transients like GRBs, monitoring can search for long-term trends,
4
accumulate statistics for faint sources, and provide context for multimessenger discoveries as new
facilities emerge [23, 24].
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Figure 5: Left: AMEGO will revolutionize medium-energy gamma-ray astronomy by providing >20× bet-
ter sensitivity in the MeV band compared to COMPTEL. The AMEGO 3σ continuum sensitivity is calculated
for all-sky exposure during a 5-year mission. All other sensitivity curves are calculated for typical source
exposure over the mission lifetimes. Right: Narrow-line sensitivity for AMEGO from 200 keV to 9 MeV, in
comparison to INTEGRAL/SPI and COMPTEL.
AMEGO’s discovery potential derives from its combination of order-of-magnitude improve-
ment in continuum sensitivity, advanced nuclear line spectroscopy, and gamma-ray polarization
capability [25, 26]; its superior angular resolution will help resolve the diffuse gamma-ray emis-
sion that limits the sensitivity of Fermi-LAT analyses <300 MeV. Discovery is almost a foregone
conclusion from this level of performance gain. One target area for potential breakthroughs is
magnetar physics. Magnetars are laboratories for extreme quantum electrodynamics, with critical
spectral and polarization features in the AMEGO energy range that relate directly to issues in fun-
damental physics such as the QED prediction photon splitting and birefringence of the magnetized
vacuum [2]. Another opportunity is the ongoing search for the nature of dark matter, with well-
motivated possibilities potentially revealed in the medium-energy gamma-ray band [27, 28, 29, 30].
3 Technical Overview
To achieve the science described in Section 2 and in the numerous studies submitted to the As-
tro2020 white paper call, we optimized an instrument design that enables sensitive continuum
spectral measurements over a broad energy range, with additional capabilities for measuring po-
larization and spectral lines. AMEGO consists of four subsystems: (Fig. 6) a double-sided silicon
detector (DSSD) tracker, a 3D position-sensitive virtual Frisch-grid Imaging Cadmium Zinc Tel-
luride (CZT) calorimeter, a segmented thallium-activated Cesium Iodide (CsI) calorimeter and a
plastic scintillator Anti-Coincidence Detector (ACD). The Si tracker, CsI calorimeter, and ACD
are analogs of systems flown on Fermi-LAT [31]. The AMEGO instrument performance derived
from detailed detector simulations [32] is shown in Table 1.
The tracker subsystem consists of 60 layers of DSSDs. For the candidate design presented in this
proposal, each tower layer contains a 4 × 4 array of DSSDs, each 9.5 cm square and 500 microns
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Figure 6: A mechanical sketch of AMEGO high-
lights the four subsystems with a cutaway and
one tower extracted. The 60 layer double sided
silicon detector (DSSD) tracker converts or scat-
ters incoming gamma rays and accurately mea-
sures the positions and energies of either the
electron-positron pair or the Compton-scattered
electron passing through the instrument. The
CZT calorimeter modules sit beneath and cover
the outer sides of the lower layers of the tracker
modules. The CsI calorimeter modules consist
of hodoscopic layers of crystal logs at the base
of the instrument. The modular design of 4 tow-
ers (each comprising tracker, CZT, CsI modules)
sit within top and side panels of the ACD. A mi-
crometeoroid shield (MMS) and thermal blanket
cover the top and sides of the instrument.
thick with 500 micron strip pitch. The DSSDs are wire bonded on the top and the bottom with x-
and y-strips and read out on one x and y side [33]. The layers are separated by 1.0 cm (Fig. 6).
This configuration was used to calculate the sensitivity curve shown in Fig. 5.
The CZT calorimeter consists of an array of 8 mm × 8 mm × 40 mm bars. One layer sits below
the tracker and another extends partially up the outer sides of the tracker (Fig. 6) [34, 35]. It
provides a precise measurement of the location and energy of the scattered gamma ray. The CZT
bars are operated in a drift mode that enables 3-dimensional reconstruction of the location of the
interaction in the detector, thus providing excellent positional resolution (<1 mm) as well as very
good energy resolution (< 1% at 662 keV) at room temperature.
The CsI(Tl) calorimeter lies below the CZT and provides the depth to contain enough of a pair-
conversion generated electromagnetic shower to extend the energy range to GeV energies. The
design is similar to the Fermi-LAT CsI calorimeter, but it dramatically improves the low-energy
performance by collecting the scintillation light with silicon photo-multipliers (SiPMs). Each
calorimeter module consists of 6 layers of CsI(Tl) crystal bars (15 mm×15 mm×380 mm) ar-
ranged hodoscopically (Fig. 6) [36]. The CsI(Tl) bars are wrapped in a reflective material to give
high light collection efficiency, and the scintillation light is read out by an array of bonded SiPMs.
The Anti-Coincidence Detector is the first-level defense against the charged cosmic-ray back-
ground that outnumbers the gamma rays by 3–5 orders of magnitude. It covers the top and four
sides of the tracker (Fig. 6). The ACD utilizes the same type of plastic scintillator as used on
the LAT with wavelength shifting (WLS) strips and a SiPM readout. WLS strips are inserted in
grooves in each panel edge and viewed by two SiPMs, allowing more uniform light collection than
with SiPMs alone.
From detailed simulations using the MEGAlib toolkit [37], we can calculate the performance
of the AMEGO instrument (Table 1). The energy resolution is particularly important in the MeV
regime where sources of gamma-ray line emission are prominent. The angular resolution not only
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affects the quality of images, but aids in resolving source confusion and improves the sensitivity
of the instrument. For details on the instrument simulations, please see Ref. [32].
Operations concept: AMEGO will fly in a low-inclination, low-Earth orbit. AMEGO data will be
downlinked through 10-12 TDRSS Ka band contacts per day. The science data will be downlinked
to the operations center with a latency requirement of 12 hours (with a 3 hour latency goal). In
addition, on board science processing will identify and localize gamma-ray bursts and send alerts
to the science community in near real time.
Thanks to its large field-of-view (∼2.5 sr) and sky-scanning mode, the instrument will observe
the entire sky every 3 hours (two orbits). As a result, AMEGO will serve as a powerful all-sky
detector for the transient and variable emission expected from extreme phenomena. In the era
of time-domain (LSST, SKA, WFIRST) and multi-messenger (gravitational wave and neutrino
observatories) astrophysics, AMEGO will be an essential contributor.
4 Technology Drivers
The AMEGO concept builds on the strong heritage of the Fermi-LAT and technology developed for
gamma-ray and cosmic-ray detectors. Most components are at or above TRL 6. The division of the
smaller AMEGO instrument into four tower units instead of 16 reduces complexity in comparison
to LAT by allowing the electronics to be placed on the outer sides of the detector.
The AMEGO design calls for double-sided silicon detectors (DSSDs) in the tracker instead of
single-sided silicon strip detectors as used in LAT to achieve sufficient spatial resolution for the
reconstruction of electron tracks from both sub-100 MeV pair-production and Compton scattering
interactions. DSSD trackers have proven flight performance in PAMELA [38] and AMS-02 [39].
The DSSDs should be held in an open window-frame composite structure to eliminate passive
material between layers and minimize the passive material contained within the tracker volume.
Laboratory, beamline, and suborbital testing of DSSDs and their electronic readout as part of the
ComPair prototype will be done through a NASA-funded APRA (PI: J. E. McEnery).
Figure 7: Laboratory tests demonstrate that the CZT de-
tectors can achieve good energy resolution at room temper-
ature in the AMEGO energy range, placing this technol-
ogy at TRL 4. The module prototype, built with CZT bars,
has been tested with various radioactive sources (e.g. 232U,
137Cs), as well as in the beam test at HIGS, and demon-
strated expected performance. The energy resolution mea-
sured after correcting for the calibrated 3-dimensional re-
sponse was found to be (FWHM) ∼0.7% [40].
The low-power SiPM sensors selected for both the ACD and CsI calorimeter have successfully
operated for the past 6 months on NRL’s SIRI experiment on STPSat-5, a spacecraft operated by
the DoD Space Test Program [41]. These components and their accompanying readout are also
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the subject of two NASA-funded APRA projects, the Advanced Scintillator Compton Telescope
(ASCOT) balloon project (PI: P. F. Bloser) and a CsI calorimeter for the ComPair prototype (PI:
J. E. Grove).
Although CZT pixel detectors have been used in suborbital and orbital applications [42, 43],
the AMEGO CZT calorimeter is the lowest TRL subsystem as a deep CZT layer is required.
This can be accomplished by using the CZT-bar technology being developed for ground-based
applications at Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) [40]. A NASA-funded APRA project (PI:
D. J. Thompson) is underway to space-qualify CZT bars operated in a drift mode.
The simulations and analysis algorithms required for AMEGO are either based on Fermi
heritage or have been developed for the MEGA Compton and pair telescope [44] and for the
NASA-funded COSI balloon payload (PI: S. Boggs) [45]. In addition, NASA has approved an
APRA project to further improve the imaging technologies for future Compton telescopes (PI: A.
Zoglauer).
5 Schedule
The AMEGO schedule (Figure 8) is based on experience from Fermi-LAT, the ComPair prototype,
and a 2016 planning lab at GSFC. The five year mission is planned to launch in 2029.
AMEGO Schedule
Year 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026
Quarter Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2
Phases Pre-Phase A: Phase A: Phase B: Phase C:
Concept Studies Concept & Technology Development Preliminary Design & Technology Completion Final Design & Fabrication
Major 
Events
Other 
Events
KDP A ▽
MDR △ SRR △
KDP B ▽ KDP C ▽
PDR △ CDR △
AMEGO Schedule Continued
Year 2027 2028 2029 ┉ 3034
Quarter Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 ┉ Q1 Q2 Q3
Phases Phase D: Phase E: Phase F:
System Assembly, I&T, Launch Operations Closeout
Major 
Events
Other 
Events
Archive ▽KDP F ▽
▽ Launch
KDP E ▽
FRR △ End of Life ▽
KDP D ▽
SIR △
Long Lead (CZT&Si) △ CZT&Si Batch 1 △ △ CZT&Si Batch 2 
CZT&Si Batch 3 △
CZT&
Si Ba
tch 4
 
Tower 1 Assembly △———————△  
Tower 2 Assembly △———  
————△  
△———————△  Tower 3 Assembly 
△———————△  Tower 4 Assembly 
△——————————————————△  Instrument Assembly 
Spacecraft Vendor Decision △ 
Prototype Units △—————△

Assembly & Test  
△ △ Tower 1 Beam Test
 1
Figure 8: We have identified key milestones and assume approval to proceed occurs in early 2022. Critical
items are listed in other events including long-lead orders (Si and CZT) as well as selecting a spacecraft
vendor. Prototype units of the four subsystems are assembled and tested in Phase B. The integration of the
towers occur in stages and includes the Si Tracker, CsI and CZT Calorimeters (the ACD is not detailed).
Tower 1 will be calibrated in a beam while Tower 2 is being assembled.
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6 Cost Estimates
An engineering design study for a similar mission concept was performed by a Goddard team in
2016. This mission had the same footprint, but fewer Silicon and CsI layers than AMEGO and
did not have a CZT calorimeter. Cost estimates for this mission study were established with the
CEMA/price-H and RAO teams at Goddard.
The cost category of AMEGO was established by scaling the price-H costs of the tracker and
CsI calorimeter from the 2016 study and adding a bottoms up cost estimate for the CZT calorimeter
based on vendor quotes and reasonable labor needs. Estimated spacecraft costs are also derived
from the 2016 study using the upper end of the estimates from the price-H costing team at Goddard
(note that this is a factor of two larger than the actual spacecraft cost for Fermi). The launch
services assume a Falcon 9 launch to a low earth orbit. The science item covers development
and operation of a science data center and a 5-year Guest Investigator program. The costs for
the other mission elements are estimates derived by assuming average fractional mission costs for
medium-sized missions.
In this cost estimate, we assume that all support for AMEGO is from US Federal funds. How-
ever, we note that the expectation is that international contributions will provide a significant frac-
tion of the payload.
The conclusion is that AMEGO comfortably fits in the Medium (Probe) cost category at
∼$765M ($995M including 30% contingency).
WBS Cost Notes($M)
Project Management 61 8%
Systems Engineering 61 8%
Safety and Mission Assurance 38 5%
Science 86 Includes science data center and 5-year GI program
Payload 170 Scaled instrument costs from 2016 study with additional
bottoms-up estimate for CZT calorimeter
Spacecraft 150 Based on recent parametric estimates for similar spacecraft
Mission Operations 122 16%
Launch Services 100 Based on DSCOVR Falcon 9 launch costs
Ground Systems 38 5%
Systems Integration and Test 38 5%
Total 765
Total with 30% margin 994
Table 2: Estimated costs (FY$17) per mission element.
7 Organization, Partnerships, and Current Status
The AMEGO team is a large international group of∼ 200 scientists in 15 countries, that brings to-
gether a large fraction of the space-based gamma-ray community with experience designing, build-
ing and operating gamma-ray telescopes (AGILE, ASCOT, BATSE, COMPTEL, COSI, EGRET,
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Fermi-LAT, Fermi-GBM, OSSE, etc.). The mission is currently led by Goddard Space Flight Cen-
ter with significant contributions from other US and international partners.
The AMEGO team has significant overlap with the eAstroGAM consortium, who developed a
similar mission concept for submission to the ESA medium class call. European country agencies
contributions to a future gamma-ray mission payload can apply to either AMEGO or eAstroGAM.
In particular, we anticipate that these contributions will include Italians leveraging their expertise
and experience to play a lead role in the Silicon tracker development, assembly, integration, test,
and calibration; and French contributions to the tracker front-end electronics using the IDeF-X
ASIC developed at CEA/Saclay. This ASIC has been selected for the STIX instrument of the Solar
Orbiter mission. Letters of endorsement from international partner agencies can be provided upon
request.
The AMEGO team across several institutions has an active program of hardware and software
development to support the AMEGO mission. A NASA APRA award to GSFC and the Naval Re-
search Laboratory (NRL) (PI: J. E. McEnery) supports the development of a prototype instrument
with tests in beamline and a balloon flight. An additional APRA award to GSFC and Brookhaven
National Laboratory (PI: D. J. Thompson) supports development of the CZT calorimeter technol-
ogy. Development of the CsI calorimeter is supported by an APRA award to NRL (PI: J. E. Grove).
Finally, software, simulations and analysis development support is provided via an APRA award to
Berkeley (PI: A. Zoglauer). In addition to direct support from NASA for technology development,
AMEGO also benefits from institutional support. GSFC and Argonne National Laboratory have
provided internal resources to explore innovative Silicon detector technology. A proposal, with
endorsement from the AMEGO team, has been submitted to the Japanese Society for the Promo-
tion of Science to support an international collaboration in support of silicon detector and readout
development and test for AMEGO.
In Summary: AMEGO will provide an exceptional view of the sky in the medium-energy
gamma-ray domain. This is an under-explored energy range lies in a spectral gap of coverage
between X-ray space telescopes and higher-energy gamma-ray instruments. AMEGO will bridge
a key gap that to allow connections between the physical models of the sources with observations
across the whole high-energy domain. Beyond that, this energy band offers unique breakthrough
opportunities.
The current state-of-the-art high-energy gamma-ray mission, NASA’s Fermi Gamma-ray Space
Telescope, turned 10 last year, reaching the mission lifetime goal without plans for a successor.
AMEGO will address the anticipated absence of the energy and sky coverage provided by Fermi-
LATby the end of the next decade. This absence will otherwise significantly diminish current ca-
pabilities in rapidly developing high-impact areas such as time-domain astrophysics, gravitational
waves, and neutrino astronomy. We must start soon to minimize the impending loss of gamma-ray
coverage and maximize the gain for the unique multi-wavelength and multimessenger instruments
that are currently being upgraded or will become operational. The proposal team is strong, has first
hand experience in building highly successful missions, and is full of enthusiasm to make AMEGO
a timely reality.
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